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Child Sexual Abuse Workbook
Part 1

1. Have you ever heard about child sexual abuse? (Answer depends on each person)
   Yes  No

2. Child sexual abuse becomes an ....................... all over the world but sadly most of people....................... or ......................... it.

3. What is child sexual abuse?
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................

4. Characteristics of an abuser
   a. An abuser is ................. and ................. than the child
   b. An abuser is someone you ................. and ................. It can be ...........................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   ........................................................................................................................................
   c. An abuser lives....................... or.......................... ......................
   d. An abuser treats.......................... ............................................................................

5. What does child sexual abuse involve?
   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.
   e.
   f.

6. Child’s respond when they are sexually abused:
   Physical respond:
   a.
   b.
   c.

   Emotional respond
   a.
   b.
7. The research showed that
a. Child sexual abuse happens......................................................
...........................................................
b. The rates are ...................... in females than males but
........................................ are being sexual abused than we thought
c. Females are ........................................ to sexual abuse than males
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Part 2: How child sexual affect children’s life and symptoms to recognize it

1. How does child sexual affect children’s life?  
   a. Child........................................................................................................
   b. It affects the way........................................................................................
   c. It affects the way........................................................................................

2. The research showed that:  
   a. Girls who have been sexually abuse are..............................................
      ...............................................................................................................
   b. Girls develop sexual earlier than sexual abuse. When they have been sexually abused at a young age, they might.........................
   c. Children who have been abused are ......................... more likely to be abused again

3. When children get use to sexual abuse, they...............................  
   Sometimes abuser can detect ...................... to people that have been abused. They are more likely.................................

4. If a person is not found out to be sexually abused as a child, he/she may be..............................

5. The symptoms to recognize child sexual abuse

   a. Child feels................. and.................because :
      + It’s a ......................... so he/she ......................... anybody
      + It’s..............................

   b. Child feels...............and.............. He/she wish he/she could...........

   c. Child...............and.................................The abuse can.....................
      He/she is...................... because abusers are people they trust and love

   d. Sexual abuse can lead to............................

   e. People that are sexual abuse can turn their feeling of ...............either to
      .................................or to....................... They even.......... themselves that
is a way of themselves for what happen to them. They try to the bad situation.

f. and too much in childhood are related to sexual abuse. They try not to look like a real girl/boy so that they will not be. Or they will be to the abusers.

g. Children have trouble sleeping. They may want to sleep with. They may want to sleep in , , and . They have about what happened

h. Also children about what happen.

i. Kids have problems of because they so much. They can’t concentrate on school when at night they have to deal with someone who. So they can’t have

j. They use and to

k. “” is one of the problems of child sexual abuse because they learn how to when they were a kid, when the abuse happened

l. Instead of expressing in an emotional way, kids develop problems in term of or. Doctor can’t find the reasons or real problems. They were so sad and their sadness comes out in a physical way. We call this phenomena “”

6. How to deal with child sexual abuse
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
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Part 3: How child sexual abuse affects children’s self-esteem and feeling about themselves

1. When someone, especially family members know their children are abused but they do nothing, the kids will think nobody................. them or they are..........................

2. Usually children who are sexually abused have the thought that.....................................................

3. The reasons family members do not speak out although they know their children are abused
   a. They afraid that..............................................................
   b. Family members will not......................................................
   c. They want to.................................................................

4. Child sexual abuse will..........................................................
   Hence,........................ allow to sexually abuse children.

5. Guideline for people who are abused to regain self-esteem:
   a.
   b.
   c.
   d.

6. We need to learn to:
   + live............................
   + see how things.....................you
   + be able to share.............................to others.